Modern program runtime is dominated by segments of repeating code called kernels. Kernels are accelerated by increasing memory locality, increasing data-parallelism, and exploiting producer-consumer parallelism among kernels -which requires hardware specialized for a particular class of kernels. Programming this hardware can be difficult, requiring that the kernels be identified and annotated in the code or translated to a domain-specific language. This paper describes a technique to automatically localize parallel kernels from a dynamic application trace, facilitating further code optimization. Dynamic trace collection is fast and compact. With optimization, it only incurs a time-dilation of a factor on nine and file-size of one megabyte per second, addressing a significant criticism of this approach. Kernel extraction is accurate and performed in linear time within logarithmic memory, detecting a wide range of kernels. This approach was validated across 16 libraries, comprised of 10,507 kernels instances. To validate the accuracy of our detected kernels, five test programs were written that spans traditional kernel definitions and were certified to contain all the kernels that were expected.
INTRODUCTION
T ECHNOLOGY scaling has slowed and continued increases in application-performance must look for innovation beyond an improved switching device [1] . Thus, innovation in architecture has focused on deriving higher throughput-performance from the energy-efficiency of specialized hardware [2] . This specialization has driven system diversity, with modern Systems on Chip (SoCs) being populated by a heterogeneity of accelerators [3] . Consequently, migrating a software-base to such a system is labor intensive, requiring a programmer to map and optimize each stage of an application-pipeline to a specific hardware unit. In this paper we present a tool that allows us to detect and describe an application's parallel kernels, which would facilitate both the selection-of and mapping-to heterogeneous accelerators.
Applications are composed of a producer-consumer interconnection of kernels [4] [5] (section 3). Parallel kernels are a semantic collection of basic blocks that are clustered temporally, recur many times, and can be executed simultaneously without distorting the result. They are composed of various programmatic structures which include loops, recursion, or library calls. They dominate the execution time of an application. Kernels account for over 99.9% of all code executed in our test applications (figures 8 and 9).
Current approaches for detecting kernels usually require that code be preformatted to make kernels explicit. High Level Synthesis (HLS) relies upon hand annotated code with compiler directives indicating kernel structures. Domain specific languages (DSLs) like CUDA [6] and Halide [7] function as wrappers that put kernels into a format that labels them explicitly. Static analysis techniques such as polyhedral analysis [8] detect some kernel types but often struggle to find recurring structures that aren't written as a loop with static boundaries. These limitations mandate that input code for polyhedral analysis be written with static analysis tools in mind. Detecting kernels in naive code is currently not viable for most programmatic structures. Dynamic traces are powerful and can enable better program optimization [9] [10] or profile an application to enable introspection of the computation (Dissegna [11] and Pin [12] ); however, dynamic traces have not been used extensively thus far due to their relatively high expense in trace time, trace size, and analysis time [13] [14] . To fully analyze naive code, a new approach is needed.
We have developed TraceAtlas, a tool that enables the tracing of an application with a time dilation factor of only nine. TraceAtlas can also detect kernels from naive, unformatted code with only ten megabytes of memory. The detected kernels can then be analyzed to find the true producer-consumer relationship between kernels based on execution rather than expression. Figure 1 demonstrates the entire pipeline for TraceAtlas to take source code and label the producer-consumer relationship between kernels. First, LLVM IR is annotated to produce a dynamic application trace. This trace is then analyzed temporally to determine the affinity between basic blocks; the detected collections are then compared to the execution of the trace to produce kernels. Finally, the memory accesses of the kernels within the trace are analyzed to determine their producer-consumer relationships.
We present a method to extract parallel kernels for unannotated LLVM-compatible languages using dynamic trace analysis. Such a tool would support innovation across many use-cases. The dynamic trace is created by selectively emitting compressed LLVM-intrinsics at run-time (section 4). We have developed an algorithm to detect the kernels from the input application trace using a log space algorithm that permits reading of the trace in minutes, (section 5 results of our trace improvements and kernel extraction are available in section 6. We evaluate our approach by analyzing four different design methodologies used to write kernels: For loops, recursion (section 7.1), kernel libraries (section 7.2), and interface libraries (section 7.3). In addition, we compared the results of our analysis of a radio Orthogonal Frequencydivision Multiplexing (OFDM) system to the kernels the expert predicted and achieved identical results (section 7.4).
Our tracing technique has a speedup of 230 times over naive implementation and 49 times over current state of the art. Our algorithm has successfully identified over 10,000 kernels in 392 applications from 16 libraries. We discuss the limitations of our approach and enumerate some of the potential uses for our tool's dynamic traces and kernels extracted in section 8.
The contributions of this work are:
• 
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Kernels represent the vast majority of the program computation and are one of the most important code segments to optimize. A kernel is composed of a semantic collection of basic blocks in a program that are clustered temporally and 1. Available from CodeOcean at https://codeocean.com/capsule/ 2cb73b4e-11f9-4547-8fe3-4b4956d3d251/ and GitHub at https:// github.com/ruhrie/TraceAtlas recur many times. Currently, kernels are only detectable if the programmer wrote their code in a very specific way that modern tools expect. Because of this, modern kernel-based tools require kernels to be written explicitly, either through code annotations or using DSLs. The objective of this work is to demonstrate a method of detecting and extracting kernel code from unformatted code. Dynamic tracing would allow for simple detection of these kernels, but current techniques are inefficient to the point of failure on larger programs and often cannot trace the entire program. To dynamically detect kernels in an application, dynamic tracing is a promising technique, but it has received limited use thus far.
The basic blocks that compose a kernel are primarily hot code. By optimizing the hot code, large performance improvements can be made. Greendroid [15] utilized a hot code detector to identify the portions of code which represented large portions of the energy consumption. By identifying and transferring this computation to specialized hardware, they were able to save significant energy. This hot code forms the seed of a kernel in our approach and can be used to identify temporally recurring code segments.
To discover kernels, it is necessary to have a formal definition. Numerous projects have built independent custom DSLs that have a kernel definition specific for their type of kernels. Gramps [4] and Halide [7] focus on image processing kernels. Regent [16] emphasizes the types of kernels found in high performance computing. RAPID [17] contains kernel structures that are specific to FPGA syntheses. PaRSEC [18] specializes in scheduling streaming kernels on heterogenous architectures. StreamIt [19] calls every kernel a filter and creates output data by pulling it from the output, requesting each producer in the chain to create the required data. This is just a small subset of DSLs that have been developed to represent kernels. All of these techniques ask the user to write the body of the kernel explicitly as well as some metadata that specifies how they are connected. A holistic kernel definition must bridge these definitions.
The discovery of parallelism in an application is currently focused on the extraction of individual loopparallelism through code annotation and formatting. Polyhedral analysis tools like LLVM-poly [8] are able to detect loops in code through static code analysis; however, techniques such as these are limited to loop detection and will require that the loops be written in a way that the tool recognizes. HLS works around this by requiring that all loops of interest be manually annotated. This technique allows the programmer to specify exactly what should happen to their code, with the caveat that the user must know how to optimize the code themselves and what kernels are in their code.
Current static analysis tools fail to detect several important variants of kernels. Dynamic loop boundaries make it impossible to know how parallel a loop is without fully executing it. Recursion is another example where the number of recursions is not inherently obvious and may be difficult if not impossible to determine. An FFT for example will recurs down log 2 n times and this behavior cannot be determined without knowing n in advance, something that may or may not be known at compile time.
A dynamic trace is a history of the computation that includes what operations occurred in what order. Aladdin [20] created dynamic traces from C applications to predict the performance of a custom-built ASIC based upon its C implementation. By analyzing everything the application executed, accurate predictions about the expected cost to perform the computations were able to be made. Wasabi [9] is another dynamic tracing tool that created traces from web assembly code to enable further static analysis techniques. Aladdin is only able to detect single kernels from an application, requiring that the source code be prepared in advance. Aladdin also takes a long time to trace larger applications due to a lack of tracing optimizations. Wasabi improves upon this by tracing all input code and having a time dilation factor of only 70, but they only support high level WASM, not lower level operations. Dynamic traces have seen some limited use as an extension to JIT. If kernels are labeled in advance, a minimal dynamic trace that primarily stores address information can be used to detect dependencies [21] . This currently relies upon having the kernel labels available in advance, and without this information. it must all be held in memory. This makes JIT analysis infeasible for larger applications and larger kernel optimizations.
Once kernels are known, a myriad of static program optimizations can be accomplished. The simplest optimization is to reformat the kernels into an alternative that is more easily digested by polyhedral analysis [8] . The extracted kernels can be identified as a target for optimization by genetic algorithms [22] . Similarly, because the kernels represent a large proportion of the computation, they are an optimal target for approximate computing and can achieve the best improvements. Kernels can also be compiled at this point to run on a more efficient, compatible architecture that specializes in kernels like a GPU or TPU. Kernel classification through ML inference [23] can also direct compiler optimization [24] or the direct exchange of naive code for expertly tuned library calls such as FFTW. Automatically detecting kernels will also enable identifying emergent classes of kernels that have not yet been expertly categorized.
AN OVERVIEW OF KERNEL PROPERTIES
Kernels are a semantic collection of basic blocks that are clustered temporally and recur many times. Basic blocks represent unconditionally executed code sequences, thus membership in a kernel applies either to all or none of the instructions within. Sub-programs (i.e. functions and innerloops) are composed of multiple basic blocks executed in sequence, and a kernel is represented by their graphical collection. Given the sequential execution of these subprograms, basic blocks that are executed close-in-time are likely to be members of the same kernel.
Kernels are executed many times in the course of a program; therefore, basic blocks that compose them must also recur many times. To be functional they are not composed exclusively of high frequency basic blocks but also low frequency blocks that occur occasionally in the path of the computation. Boundary conditions and special case control flow will rarely occur but are still part of the kernel. This is functionally different from hot-code, which is composed of basic blocks that have been labeled "hot" for executing a Data Dependency X20 X20 X20 X20 Fig. 2 . Kernel Basic Block Example: Above is an example temporal ordering of basic blocks in a dynamic trace. Below is the decision-todecision path (DD-Path) for the computation where each edge weight is the probability of the computation following that path. The first kernel in red is composed of a for loop and repeats twenty times. The second kernel in blue is a recursion that also occurs twenty times and consumes data from the first kernel.
sufficient number of times. Kernels, should they lack looploop dependencies between instances, can be scheduled entirely in parallel or a hybrid of parallel and sequential operation. Most kernels can be rewritten to remove these dependencies making them intrinsically parallel. Finally, kernels have a semantic meaning, representing a block of computation with specific function and a produce-consume relationship with peer kernels. To summarize, a kernel is an amalgamation of several different code properties. Specifically, kernels are composed of basic blocks that:
• are grouped to form collections that are semantically related in purpose Our definition captures all parallel kernels defined by Asanovic et al. [25] . For-loops, the prototypical kernel, contain the temporal adjacency between the basic blocks and occur as many times as the loop. Recursive function calls, an atypical kernel configuration, contain the same temporal adjacency and recur for the recursion depth. Another kernel configuration, a task scheduler (not included in this work), will execute individual kernels for smaller iteration counts, interleaving the execution of kernels. As long as the kernels are not consistently executed in the same order, the basic blocks in this design layout still maintain the temporal affinity and recurrence behavior of kernels. Should they be consistently scheduled in the same order, they will appear as a single fused kernel. Combinatorial logic will only be detected as a kernel should it be deemed as hot code, so it is either not a kernel by our definition or is contained within a loop of some description. Finite state machines are composed of two primary components: a state controller and the state actions. These will be detected as two different kernels rather than one if the FSM is composed of hot code. Figure 2 contains an example decision-to-decision path (DD-path) which contains two kernels. The red kernel is composed of basic blocks B, C, and D which are repeated many times over. The blue kernel is later in the pipeline and consumes data from the red kernel. It is composed of This definition of kernels allows for one kernel to be contained within another. Since a kernel is a collection of basic blocks that recurs, should there be another recursion within the kernel, such as within a nested for-loop, the inner kernel will be composed of a subset of the basic blocks within the parent. Additionally, this is a one-way relationship. A kernel contains child kernels, but a kernel can be called in multiple contexts and thus have many parents. An example of this would be an FFT. Traditionally an FFT8 contains two FFT4s and a twiddle kernel. FFT4 and the twiddle are sub-kernels nested within FFT8, but the FFT4 can be called from another kernel as well. This creates a hierarchy of kernels from the outside-in with the outermost kernel being responsible for scheduling and memory operations and the inner kernels recurring over many input data sets. Figure 4 contains an example DD-Path for a computation containing two kernels, one nested within another. The code originates from the SHOC benchmark [26] and was acquired from Aladdin's github page [20] . Each basic block in the DD-Path is assigned a color which corresponds to the highlighting color on the right. Kernel A specifically only contains the looping part of the inner for loop, f or.cond5, f or.body7, and f or.inc. Single execution parts of the for loop are excluded because they run only once. Kernel B contains all the basic blocks from Kernel A, thus the blocks of Kernel A are guaranteed to be a subset of the blocks in Kernel B.
LOW OVERHEAD DYNAMIC TRACES
Dynamic tracing with current techniques is prohibitively expensive in both runtime dilation and disk utilization. A naive trace which only stores executed instructions produces a large amount of data, often exceeding 100 gigabytes for a single-second program. A few simple, high-level optimizations dramatically ameliorate this problem. This paper evaluates the following optimizations:
• Compressing the trace data with Zlib [20] • Clustering the trace writes so lower os overhead • Encoding trace information before it is compressed with Zlib These optimizations allow us to shrink the execution time to a runtime factor of nine and produce a trace that rarely exceeds five gigabytes. Table 1 demonstrates the relative improvements and cost of each optimization.
TraceAtlas generates dynamic traces by injecting logging statements into the LLVM IR. The naive solution is to simply export the IR as the application executes. This generates a trace in plain text and is relatively robust; however, applications today run billions of operations a second. By exporting all information with no processing, the disk always becomes the bottleneck in both write speed and storage size.
Trace data can be compressed as it is generated by Zlib. This is the current state of the art solution used by Aladdin [20] . Trace information is extremely low in information and can thus achieve exceptionally high rates of data compression. This optimization moves the bottleneck from disk write speed to processor execution. Due to the high repetitiveness of the data, Zlib was able to easily identify the vast majority of the repetition in the traces. Different compression levels did not appear to appreciably impact trace size or time. Overall, this optimization was found to double the execution time, but shrink the trace size by 20x on small applications. Larger applications dramatically increase the runtime due to a Zlib operating better on smaller kernels. We do not have numbers on this due to the inability of naive tracing to produce a trace that fit on the hard drive, but intermediate applications had an overhead ranging from 500-2000x relative to the original execution.
Exporting information to the trace as soon as it becomes available is relatively expensive due to the system call overhead. There are two primary overheads in dumping the trace information: the call overhead to export the information itself and compressing the data with Zlib to write it to disk. Since basic blocks always run in order, it is possible to only dump all basic block trace data at the end of the trace. This removes many potential export calls that scale with the size of the basic block. Similarly, Zlib compresses most efficiently when it has a relatively large chunk of data to The code on the right is a kernel that was detected from the MD benchmark in SHOC. The diagram on the left represents Decision-to-decision path (DD-path). Each individual basic block is highlighted in a matching color to indicate where the basic block derives its code from. Code that is white or a basic block that is white represent a feature that has no analog in the other domain.
process. By waiting until there are 4-128 kb of data available lowers the cost of using Zlib to compress the trace. The combined effect of these two optimizations resulted in a 25% trace time improvement.
Ultimately, Zlib compresses the trace such that the basic blocks are being encoded. This information is known at compile time, and if we do this manually, we can get significant performance improvements. By assigning a key to every basic block and exporting that information instead of the actual IR, the compression effort is significantly reduced. This efficiently encodes the trace before it is given to Zlib while maintaining critical information on the structure of the computation. The result was that the trace size halved again while the total time to trace fell to an overall time dilation of nine.
Depending on the demands of your application, additional information may be required beyond the path of the execution that add some additional overhead. For our purposes, we were interested in looking at the memory dependencies between kernels in order to extract the producerconsumer relationships between kernels, see section 8. In order to do this, we also exported the addresses of all loads and stores. This resulted in the trace time rising dramatically and a significantly larger trace due to Zlib having more difficulty compressing the information due to how addresses vary. Aladdin's implementation exports the addresses of all load and store operations, but an in-house variant was written with support for additional features. As a result, addresses are not represented in the numbers reported in Table 1 [20] . Additional trace values can also be exported for an additional overhead.
TraceAtlas has minimal overheads and can trace every application with LLVM IR. Table 1 contains an overview of our performance improvements with the average trace size and average time dilation factor for all applications that were able to be traced naively with less than a terabyte of disk and traced with Zlib in under 48 hours. The cumulative effect of all our optimizations resulted in a runtime speedup of 400x on small programs versus SoA and over 100,000x for larger programs. Trace sizes halved for smaller applications and 1500x for large programs. These levels of overhead put execution time of an application to nearly real time. As a result, traces can be generated quickly with minimal data stored. This alleviates the costs of dynamic tracing and makes it a viable tool to perform additional optimizations, such as the identification of kernels.
KERNEL EXTRACTION
A kernel is a subsection of a program that executes many times throughout the lifespan of a program. This subsection gets transformed into basic blocks as part of the compilation process. As a result, a kernel can be represented as a collection of basic blocks that are connected in some type of looping structure. This may include a standard loop, a recursive function, some other cyclic structure in their DD-Path, or a combination of these three.
Detecting these kernels is a multi-step process. The first step is to cluster the basic blocks from the source application into a series of temporally adjacent basic blocks using a greedy, heuristic algorithm (section 5.1). Once segmented, these collections will potentially contain duplicate kernels or be missing individual basic blocks. To fix this a smoothing algorithm must be applied to remove these errors and transform them into kernels (section 5.2).
Kernel Detection
The defining attribute of kernels is that there is a high degree of temporal affinity between basic blocks within the kernel. If a single basic block from a kernel within a trace is examined, there is a high probability that the prior basic blocks and subsequent basic blocks will also be a part of the kernel. We refer to this as the basic block affinity which can be most easily calculated as P (Aα r B k ). This is the probability that basic block B occurs k times within a distance r of A. Distance refers to the number of basic blocks that are executed between the current basic block and the target basic block.
More generally, basic block affinity is the probability that any one basic block occurs within a range of another. Our approach uses a uniform weighting over an execution window r of seven basic blocks, but other PDFs can be used to achieve similar results. A window refers to the range of basic blocks that are analyzed during the computation. Our results in section 6 informed our choice of window width.
Using this affinity metric, we can calculate a score between any two basic blocks by summing over the size of the window as is done in equation 1. The final score is subsequently divided by the size of the window to make the final scores mimic a probability. A kernel will then be defined as a summing of basic blocks such that the mutual sum of the score of all basic blocks in a set are greater than a certain threshold probability.
This approach which is summarized by equation 1 is advantageous because it only requires storing the previous 2r + 1 basic block IDs in memory. Due to the potential of traces to contain billions of basic blocks or more, a logarithmic space algorithm is mandatory to analyze the trace. This approach scales linear with the number of basic blocks in the source application and logarithmically with the size of the trace. Since the trace size is dramatically larger than the number of basic blocks in a typical application, equation 1 satisfies this constraint.
With the affinity scores calculated, one can then represent the collection of basic blocks within a program as a fully connected digraph with edge weights equal to the given score. Figure 3 contains an example set of values where each edge is the maximum of the two edges between the nodes. Within Figure 3 , each kernel is composed of a set of basic blocks such that the sum of the weight from every node within a kernel to every other node within a kernel sums to at least the target threshold, 0.95 in this scenario.
The structure of this affinity allows us to only store the ID of the last 2r + 1 basic blocks. By using this small amount of memory, we can increment counters for each basic block within a range r the basic block at memory location r. This generates the affinity numbers, P (Aα r B k ). This algorithm only utilizes logarithmic space and linear time, allowing for quick analysis of traces that can exceed terabytes of raw data. Figure 5 presents a method for calculating the sum given in equation 1 with minimal memory. As a trace is streamed through, commit the prior 2r + 1 blocks to memory. A counter in a matrix is then incremented at row priorBlocks[r] and every value in priorBlocks including r. Finally each value is normalized by the number of times that block occurs.
With the affinity score between basic blocks calculated, we can segment the graph by utilizing a greedy algorithm as for block in trace:
for i in 1 to (2r + given in Figure 6 . To do this, the algorithm iterates through basic blocks, using them as a seed to create kernels. We first sort the basic blocks by frequency count in decreasing order. Then for every basic block that hasn't already been added to a kernel is used as a seed of a new kernel, and we greedily add the basic block with the highest affinity score to the new kernel until we reach a desired threshold, currently 0.95. The resultant collection of basic blocks will be such that there is at least a 95% chance that you will see another block from the kernel for every instance of a block in the kernel. Upon reaching the threshold each of the blocks within the kernel gets added to a set of explained blocks which are no longer valid seeds for new kernels. Finally, once the count is under the hot code threshold (512 in this case) the algorithm terminates. Formal graph cuts were found to not be necessary to properly segment the computation. kernel.add(nextBlock) score = GetScore(kernel) for a in kernel:
explainedBlocks.add(a) Fig. 6 . Basic Block Fusion: With basic blocks affinities calculated, each basic block above the hot code threshold needs to be clustered to form kernels, 512 in this example. This listing greedily adds basic blocks to a kernel until the mutual affinity of all basic blocks in the kernel is greater than the given threshold, 0.95 in this example.
To get more consistent results, it is advantageous to sort basic blocks in decreasing order. Nested kernels are guaranteed to have a higher execution count than that of the parent kernels. By sorting the seed basic blocks by execution count, we guarantee that we will find kernels from the inside out and will not skip detecting a nested kernel because we identified the parent first.
It is necessary to exclude certain basic blocks from being seeds because the affinity scores can result in a distinct set of blocks that do not form a kernel, specifically in nested kernels. If a basic block from a parent kernel is selected as a seed and it is on the interface between the child and parent kernels, it is possible for the affinity to be slightly higher with the child than with the parent. This will result in a new kernel that is the child kernel with this basic block on the interface included. It is distinct from both the parent and child kernels and cannot be removed with the algorithm in section 5.2. Fortunately, not every basic block needs to be used as a seed, but rather only enough blocks to explain all the hot code. The basic block collections that are produced from this algorithm have the potential to have holes in them or even detect duplicate kernels. To resolve this, a second stage algorithm must be used to refine the kernels into a more useful form.
Kernel Legalization
The basic block collections detected in section 5.1 are only an abstract set of basic blocks that have a high probability of being temporally adjacent. This definition, although it takes advantage of some of the features of kernels, is mathematical and fails to properly represent the functional aspect of the source code. There are two primary flaws in the detected kernels: only one path of a conditional may appear, and larger kernels may be represented as multiple kernels. Both occur because the prior algorithm was only looking for temporal affinity. Kernels must be able to execute in a continuous path, which is not guaranteed based on temporal affinity alone.
If a kernel contains a conditional block, these blocks will usually be detected; however, if one of the paths happens less often than 1 − threshold there is a possibility that it will not be selected by the greedy algorithm. This is prone to happen relatively often in image processing kernels as the edges of the image often require a conditional to either zero pad the data or extend the size of the image. Figure  7a contains an example DD-Path for just such an example where there is a conditional branch that occurs 1% of the time and is thusly not selected as part of the kernel.
Kernels that are significantly wider that the algorithm window will often be detected multiple times due to the nature of seed selection. The set of basic blocks representing this kernel may overlap minimally or not at all. Figure 7b is an exaggerated example of this occurring with an analysis radius of one for a five-block wide kernel. The first kernel selects basic block B as its seed and hits the threshold using just basic blocks A, B, and C. Basic block D is unrepresented, so it then gets chosen as a seed and hits the required threshold be using blocks C, D, and E. Both kernels are valid detections, but they both represent the same kernel and need to be fused.
To legalize a kernel, we need to find all the basic blocks that a kernel may potentially enter between iterations without entering a different kernel. The smoothed kernel can be collected by following the trace once more now that we know the kernel sets. Our kernel legalization algorithm streams through the trace and creates a set of basic blocks for each kernel that contain the basic blocks we have seen since we were last in the kernel block set. If we re-enter the it before entering another kernel, we know these blocks are a part of the kernel, so we add these blocks to the set. If we enter a new kernel, we know we have exited the current kernel and should clear its contents. This algorithm adds every basic block that occurs within the body of a kernel without adding basic blocks from other kernels. Nested kernels are still detected successfully with this algorithm because the set of new blocks are cleared when we encounter the beginning of a kernel again. Kernels that contain more than double the algorithm window will result in at least two identical sets of basic blocks which can be trivially detected as identical. Conditionals within the middle of a kernel are fused directly. Conditionals from the end of a kernel must ultimately reenter the kernel before a new iteration is started to branch back to the beginning of the kernel due to the way LLVM schedules conditionals.
RESULTS
TraceAtlas is an open source tool that can successfully dynamically trace an application with the primary limitation being the runtime of the program. We have an average runtime dilation factor of nine and produce one megabyte for every second of execution. The resultant traces can be efficiently analyzed to detect kernels using a greedy algorithm to identify the flavor of kernels of interest to the user. Over 7000 kernels were identified from 392 programs originating from 13 open source projects.
Methodology
All of the applications traced for this paper were compiled with clang 8.0 and linked with lld 8.0. Zlib 1.2.11 was used for compression. Python 3.6 was used for the kernel detection algorithms. Table 2 enumerates the collection of libraries and benchmarks used for tracing, the applications using that library, the number of kernels detected, and the version of the library or benchmark. The libraries were selected to sample a variety of general kernel-based tools. The applications were run on Xeon E5-2650 processors with the trace data being written to an Intel SSD DC S3500 with 1TB of storage. Each application was executed nine times and the median value was reported to filter out noise. Each sample was given 48 hours to execute and was allowed to consume an entire terabyte of storage. The application samples that exceeded these limits were canceled and are not present in Table 1 or Figures 8 and 9 .
Motivating Use: Producer-Consumer Pipeline Extraction
With kernels fully discovered, the same trace as before can be used to analyze real memory dependencies between kernels. By tracking loads and stores, it is possible to identify which kernel instances wrote to and read from a particular address.
A producer-consumer pair occurs when a producer stores data that the consumer reads from. Specifically, the producer creates a store that puts a value into memory at a specific address. This address is now most recently written to by that kernel instance and any kernel instance that loads data from that address is a consumer of that instance.
Detecting the memory dependencies between kernels can also be done with a small memory overhead that is bounded by the memory used during the original computation. By going through the trace, it is possible to note when you enter and exit a kernel, thus denoting individual kernel instances. Then, for every store one can write an instance ID to a dictionary where the address is the key. Every load can then check if this address is in the dictionary and if it is then the current kernel instance knows it read from the matching value in the dictionary.
A limited top-level producer-consumer pipeline extractor tool has been developed and is available with TraceAtlas. This was used to aid in the verification of the kernels detected by TraceAtlas and to generate many of the figures in this work.
There are many uses of kernels with a producerconsumer graph that are not explored in this work. With the producer-consumer graph, kernels can be fed as an input into static analysis tools like LLVM-Poly [8] to raise their performance. Furthermore, a compiler can be written to transform the detected kernels into code compatible with other kernel libraries to perform fusing in TACO [42] or scheduling in Halide [7] . In short, the kernels that this tool detects can be easily fed into other tools to perform additional analysis or further raise the performance with no expert programmer involvement.
Dynamic Tracing
Our techniques resulted in a reduction of trace size by a factor of fifty relative to naive techniques and a reduction of trace time by a factor of two relative to Zlib compression. Each strategy approached a different problem and achieved a speedup in its domain and often for others as well. The net improvement of all these optimizations has resulted in a tracing technique that runs within a reasonable time dilation.
Two variants of the TraceAtlas tool have been developed: one that traces the path of an execution and another that also traces the memory address of every load and store. This is the only technique in Table 1 that encodes address information. Each subsequent optimization also enables additional applications to be traced due to lower performance limitations. Clustered basic block dumping allowed for the tracing of some shorter cpp programs in Eigen. The current version of TraceAtlas has no currently known limitations beyond only supporting single threaded applications and the performance overhead of tracing. Figure 8 shows that TraceAtlas, as a rule, produces smaller traces due to the information being compressed statically before being fed to Zlib. Occasionally, raw Zlib compression and IO clustering will produce a smaller trace, likely due to the method Zlib uses to compress the trace being more efficient that our current encoding scheme. For additional details, see section 8. Table 1 shows that on average, TraceAtlas produces a trace that is half the size of what is produced from raw Zlib compression. Figure 9 shows that TraceAtlas performs above average across the space; however, once it takes more than a second to trace, TraceAtlas performs significantly faster. When the trace takes TraceAtlas more than a second, it had a time dilation factor of 10.18 while Zlib compression had a factor of 265.5. This shows that TraceAtlas is twenty-six times faster than Zlib compression for larger applications. For additional analysis see section 8.
Kernel Extraction Algorithm
The greedy algorithm described in section 5.1 has three tuning parameters: the window radius, the probabilistic sum threshold, and the minimum iteration count to be deemed hot code. In the following graphs, these values were set at a radius of 7, a threshold of 0.95, and a hot code threshold of 512 iterations unless otherwise specified. The "Ratio of Traces Explained" in Figures 10, 11 , and12 refers to the ratio Fig. 9 . Overall Trace Speed: The horizontal axis sorts traces by the speed of the TraceAtlas trace generation. Usually, TraceAtlas is significantly faster than other techniques. On occasion other techniques will perform better due to the implementation of Zlib, but on average it runs faster. Larger applications, however, perform dramatically worse than TraceAtlas.
of the basic blocks within traces that are contained within our kernels divided by the total number of basic blocks in every trace summed together.
Ideally, we would like to extract as many kernels as possible while simultaneously explaining as much of the program as possible;however, different values for these parameters will cause kernels to be fused, lowering the kernel count while increasing the explained trace ratio. Depending on the specific application and use case, different values maybe required. The optimal values found for our corpus are marked with an asterisk in Figures 10, 11, and 12 for ease of identification.
The algorithmic threshold refers to the minimum likeli- hood for the greedy algorithm to terminate. Figure 10 shows that the number of raw and smoothed kernels detected decreases in an approximately linear fashion, while the Trace Ratio experiences a significant jump at a probability of 0.7. Because of this we deem 0.7 to be the minimum recommended value for this parameter with 0.75 also being reasonable. Higher values will continue to improve the desired explained trace ratio, but the number of kernels will continue to fuse, potentially obscuring kernels that may be of interest. The window radius in Figure 11 refers to the maximum distance for a basic block to be away from another for them to be deemed adjacent. Figure 11 demonstrates that there is a rapid fusion of kernels as the window radius grows from one to four before leveling out. There is a similar rapid growth in the ratio of the basic blocks explained in this same area, but there is also a trailing off effect once the window grows to a width of nine. Due to this behavior, the optimal window width lies somewhere between 5-8 with them all achieving similar performance.
The hot code threshold refers to the minimum number of times a piece of code must happen to be deemed a kernel. This parameter is more a matter of user choice where the code behavior informs the decision. Larger applications running across large data sets will achieve more succinct kernels at higher thresholds, but they will also potentially explain less of the overall application. Figure 12 shows that lower ratios do explain more of the program with a higher number of kernels, but depending on the nature of the code these kernels have the potential to not be kernels of interest to the user. Given these curves we find a threshold of 256-512 to be optimal.
CASE STUDIES
To validate our approach, four categories that are used to write or call kernels in modern code were identified: loop plications. It also identified other code sections as kernels which were not predicted but emerged as an artifact of the implementation of the kernels in the source code. Upon further analysis, these artifacts are kernels but were not anticipated by the programmer due to abstractions. As a final verification, a real-world radio application was analyzed, and the detected kernels were compared with those predicted by the author.
For Loops and Recursion
For loops are the prototypical kernel. It contains two primary components which we needed to detect: the loop body and the loop iterator. Figure 13 contains an example kernel application which averages two adjacent values. Above is the source code and below is the resultant DD-Path. It iterates over 511 points and executes the kernel upon each. When transformed into LLVM IR, a for loop is transformed into four to five basic blocks: one for the initializer, one for the conditional, one for the body, one for the incrementor, and possibly one for the exit.
The portion of this graph that composes our kernel is the cycle present in Figure 13 . This cycle is formed from the incrementor, conditional, and body. Upon tracing the code, a kernel is generated where the three basic blocks that compose the cycle are identified as the kernel.
Recursive functions operate in a similar fashion. They utilize identical attributes: a conditional, a body, and an enumerator which functions as the exit condition. Figure  14 contains a kernel that is functionally identical to Figure  13 . Figure 14 shows the modified DD-path of the program. The kernel first enters the body and then exits if the exit condition is true (i == 512 in this case), otherwise it calls the next kernel instance before exiting.
Library
Code written within a library has the potential to be written like that in Figures 13 and 14 ; however, once a user is using a library it is usually to accomplish something either complex or optimized for performance. Both significantly Fortunately, dynamic traces still extract all the basic blocks that execute though so the repetitive nature of kernels is still easily identifiable. Our example is a 512-point 1D-FFT scheduled and executed using FFTW based upon code from their website. Upon kernel extraction we identified seven kernels whose blocks are available in Table 3 . Upon back referencing the basic blocks to the LLVM IR, one can identify the primary function of each kernel. Kernel 0 reads in input data for the FFT. Kernels 1 and 2 malloc memory for the working set and the output respectively. Kernels 3 and 4 move data into the buffers for the appropriate preparation. Kernels 5 and 6 are responsible for doing the body of the FFT and contain the most blocks. This matches what one would expect for an FFT with additional memory scheduling occurring for performance.
Complex application
More complex libraries further abstract away the concept of a kernel down to a single function call which schedules and executes an entire pipeline of kernels. Brisk [43] from OpenCV is an example of this. Figure 15 contains a subset of the kernels detected in the basic Brisk implementation with the kernels that are dominant in the execution present. Red kernels execute earlier in the computation, and green kernels execute later. The primary body of Brisk as described in the paper happens almost entirely within kernel 15 with other kernels being used for scheduling, file IO, and buffer management. There is a single centralized kernel which schedules the other kernels to execute from.
The final extraction contained 33 individual kernels spanning 158,000 basic blocks. This shows that although libraries such as OpenCV perform a lot of computational backend to schedule a kernel, TraceAtlas is still able to detect the kernels that occur and their temporal ordering. Fig. 15 . Brisk Kernel Pipeline: Brisk was executed using OpenCV and the top-level producer-consumer pipeline was extracted. Each arrow refers to the ordering of the kernels. Red kernels are executed earlier and green kernels are executed later. Within the pipeline, many kernels hand control to each other frequently. Upon source code analysis, it was found that the Brisk kernel was contained entirely within kernel N with the other kernels responsible for IO, decoding, and memory operations.
To verify that the graph in Figure 15 is correct, each of the top-level kernels in the resultant producer-consumer graph were manually analyzed. The parent functions were identified to map them back to the original source. Kernel A is a control kernel which schedules other kernels to execute. Kernels B, C, and D were kernel generation code. E, F, G, H, and I are all responsible for reading in a png file and converting it to accessible buffers. J, K, and L are all responsible for moving memory. Kernel M schedules the kernel to iterate across the color channels, and N performs the actual Brisk computation. Finally, O writes the resultant data to disk.
Expert Verified Application: OFDM
As a final verification, an OFDM radio system was acquired. The input application was analyzed with TraceAtlas and a top-level producer-consumer pipeline was extracted from the input application with the detected kernels. The pipeline resulted in Figure 16 .
The result was shown to the original programmer who is unfamiliar with TraceAtlas, and they were able to successfully label all the top-level kernels that were detected. This shows that all kernels expected by an expert user are properly represented. Additional nested kernels were detected which were not expected by the user but were found to originate from loops that were deemed insignificant even though they were a large portion of the computation. This shows that code from the wild can be easily analyzed by TraceAtlas. It successfully identifies kernels in both our input synthetic applications as well as wild code that was not written with TraceAtlas in mind.
DISCUSSION
TraceAtlas has a dependency upon LLVM IR being available for the source application. This limits the use of the tool to C and C++ projects with the potential for Fortran through the use of f18 [44] The traces produced by TraceAtlas are dynamic application traces. As a result, they will only represent the paths taken in the execution. Unexplored kernels and dead code will not be traced or identified as a kernel in the resultant trace. Care must be taken to ensure that the sample application executes the code of interest and that it executes a sufficient number of times given a user's hot code threshold. Similarly, dynamic traces still require a significant amount of space and time to analyze; however, it is now viable to trace an application.
Asanovic et al. identified many archetypes of kernels [25] . Of the thirteen archetypes generated, our kernel definition (section 3) successfully identifies twelve of them. For kernel analysis, one of the preferred attributes is that it composes a significant portion of the computation. In 2. Interpretive here refers to languages that require an external binary to execute. Compiled languages with library dependencies such as C# and Java do not apply. combinatorial logic, it is either contained within a loop and detected, or it is executed sparingly in which case it does not belong in the same category as kernels. We specifically cannot identify finite state machines. A finite state machine is composed of two different kernels: a state controller and a state handler. Both kernels are detected and properly represented by TraceAtlas, but a finite state machine is not detected as a kernel itself. Multi-threading parallelism through task queues are believed to be compatible with this framework, but the tool chain lacks thread support, so this aspect is yet unexplored.
When analyzing the TraceAtlas performance, some applications achieved better performance with plain Zlib compression than were achieved with our tool. TraceAtlas creates an output trace as a UTF-8 encoded text file where each line is a key-value pair for the point of interest, traditionally the basic block ID. For some applications, it is plausible that the raw Zlib trace is more easily identified than that of TraceAtlas's encoded trace. On average, encoding is advantageous and becomes mandatory for larger traces. This variability within Zlib results in some traces being smaller or even being produced more quickly than is accomplished by TraceAtlas. This could potentially be fixed by changing the encoding of the trace to a more succinct binary format such that Zlib more easily detects repetition within the trace.
CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that dynamic traces are easily generated from application sources. This was tested against 16 libraries and 10,507 individual kernels instances Tracing code can be injected efficiently, and tracing only inserts a time dilation factor of nine. The resultant trace only produced one megabyte of data per second of trace. All of this makes potential dynamic trace tools an inexpensive and plausible solution to many problems.
We have also demonstrated a log space algorithm for analyzing the trace that can detect kernels from within the source application. This technique detects all the input kernels by our definition. We have applied it successfully to hundreds of input applications. We have also demonstrated the resultant data generated from the most common kernel execution types.
These two techniques combined allow for easy analysis and extraction of kernels from the source code based upon its dynamic execution. The resultant kernels can then be extracted and optimized with external tools to achieve even better performance improvements with no user interaction.
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